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The variations of infrared stretching frequencies @(CO), z&N)) in isocyanide 
substituted metal carbonyls as a function of the isocyanide l&and have been the subject of 
extensive comment’. In general, one observes for structurally analogous complexes 

M(CO), (CNR), a lower value for v(C0) and a smaller shift to lower wave numbers, Av(CI! 
(= Y(CN) for the free ligand - Y(CN) for the complexed ligand) for alkyl isocyanides than 

for aryl isocyanides. On the basis of these data, aryl isocyanides are acknowledged to have 

greater capacity for electron withdrawal in a metal complex’. This conclusion is 

rationalized in terms of delocalization of metal electron density through R bonding into th 
aryl ring, whereas such delocalization is not possible with alkyl isocyanide. Of course this 

rationale was introduced when emphasis on ligand metal n bonding was popular, and may 
now be modified to include u and n bonding contributions. 

We observe, however, that though there is no apparent controversy over this 

conclusion, neither is there reported any substantial difference in chemical behavior of 

alkyl and aryl isocyanide complexes which can be directly attributed to these differences. 

The purpose of this communication is to point out that, indeed, such differences in 

chemical behavior do exist, and that they may have rather significant consequences. 

We have looked at the electrochemical oxidations of manganese(Q2 *3 and 

chromium(0)4 4 aryl isocyanide complexes, Mn(CNR)6+ and Cr(CNR)e (R = CsHs , 
p-CH3C6&, p-CH30C6&, p-c1c6 I&) and the manganese methyl isocyanide complex’ & 

~&I(CNCH~)~+, by cyclic voltammetry using a stationary platinum bead working electrodr 

These data are presented in Table 1. 

The information from this study provides several important comparisons, 

foremost being the ease of oxidation of aryl and alkyl isocyanide complexes of a metal. 

The complex h&i(CNC&&+ is seen to be substantially easier to oxidize than any of the 
analogous aryl isocyanide complexes Mn(CNAr)6+. Among the aryl isocyauide complexes 

there are smaller, though still substantial, differences in oxidation potentials depending on 
the nature of the para-substituent group. Electron-donating groups predictably increase the 

ease of oxidation, electron-withdrawing groups lower the ease of oxidation. 
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u Cathodic and anodic peak potentials in v&s. vs. saturated caiomel 
electrode taq. KCI). Solutions in CH$Zla (5 x IO-3 M) with 
{n-l&N] [Cl&j CO.lM) as base electroIyte. The electrode reactions 
appear reversible for the manganese salts. mifference in peak 
potentials is 0.06 V for a oneelectron reversible system-) Differences 
in peak potenti& for the chromium complexes are 0.06-0.07 Y. 

The same trend toward oxidation is observed on the hexakis(ary1 isocyanide)- 
chromium(O) species. For each complex, a one electron oxidation is observed. The lower 
potential when compared to the isoelectronic manganese species is anticipated due to the 
lower vakncy of chromium in these complexes. It would be interesting to compare these 
data with the oxidation potential for hexak@methyl isocyanide)chrornium(O~. However it 
is appropriate to note that this compound is not yet known. We have observed &at obvious 

methods for its synthesis are not successful; tzg., the reaction of chromium;fff) acetate and 
&cyanide failed to yield this species, &hot& the aryl fsocyanide complexes are easily 
prepared in this way. 

There are several other points that deserve mention. Au of the hex&s-isocyanide 
manganeseQ) complexes are observed to undergo a second one electron oxidation at 
considerably higher p~tentM. Presumably this represents an oxidation to the manganese(l3.Q 
species- No second oxidation was observed for the anatagous chromium complexes. 
However these species may be reduced by one electron, with potentials which indiwte such 

a reduction should be reasonably aceessiiie by chemical means. 
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Finally we note that the isoelectronic iron(I1) species [Fe(CNCH3)6]2+ gives 
neither a clean electrochemical oxidation nor a reduction. The lack of an oxidation seems 
somewhat surprising. 

It is attractive to relate the ease of oxidation to the electron-withdrawing power 01 
the l&and, and most probably this is indeed the major point of importance. However, this 
conclusion is not fully justifiable; one must be aware that the Er/s measures an energy 
difference related to both the initial and final complexes in the reaction. 
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